CUSTOMIZED AGRICULTURE SERVICES

Let the experts at NSF International help you obtain visibility to, and confidence in your farm suppliers to ensure food safety and quality throughout your supply chain. With offices around the globe, NSF is a strategic partner that can provide a cohesive solution for supplier management. Our services are built on three pillars that enhance confidence in your supply chain:

PEOPLE
At NSF, we focus on hiring and contracting the best auditors and staff with:

- Expertise in agriculture, food safety, auditing and certification
- Global experience with knowledge of local practices and issues
- Excellence in customer service at all levels

INTEGRITY
Regardless of the standard, NSF prioritizes integrity in every audit through:

- Rigorous standards
- Focus on auditor training, calibration, monitoring

DATA
NSF tools provide data on your supplier audits including:

- Electronic access to audit reports
- Quick visibility of audit dates and schedules
- Access to non-conformances and trending of audit scores and/or non-conformances over time

www.nsf.org
CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS
Achieve supply chain visibility and management back to the farm level using either your proprietary audit or NSF audit standards, as well as other third party standards.

PRODUCE SUPPLY CHAIN
NSF provides food safety and quality audits for the growing, packing and distribution of fresh produce. Our audits cover farms/ranches (growing and harvesting), packing houses, storage and distribution centers and minimal processing facilities.

ANIMAL SUPPLY CHAIN
We have experience in a with numerous livestock and poultry sectors from the farm to slaughter. NSF delivers a variety of audits in the animal agriculture sector including food safety, animal welfare and label claim verification (e.g. ractopamine free).

NSF PROVIDES THE FOLLOWING CERTIFICATION TYPES ON FARM:

| AGRICULTURE                  | GlobalG.A.P. & CanadaGAP  
|                             | PrimusGFS                  
| ANIMAL WELFARE              | National Turkey Federation, Chicken Farmers / Turkey Farmers of Canada  
|                             | Egg Farmers of Canada, EU Layer Furnished Cage  
|                             | American Humane Association 
| SUSTAINABILITY              | Global Traceable Down  
|                             | Responsible Sourcing, Tesco NURTURE v.11 
| LABEL CLAIMS                | Non-GMO, Organic, Transitional Organic  
|                             | Raised w/o Antibiotics 
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